2016-2017 Season
It’s a Wrap!

Chief’s Corner
We cross the finish line of the 25th season of urban deer hunting in Gahanna. I appreciate all of
you participating and helping us manage the
herd, protect property and ultimately save lives
from deer-car collisions. This is done at no
expense to the tax payer and provides you, our
hunters, with the opportunity to hunt close to
home and work, harvest trophies and provide
tasty meals for you and your family and/or those
not so fortunate.
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It still amazes me that other municipalities are reluctant to open their jurisdictions
to urban deer hunting. Excuses of safety, costs, and perceptions are exactly that
-- excuses. You and your hunting compatriots have a quarter century of statistics
to disprove any and all of those excuses. It is a waste of a God given, renewable
resource to perish from starvation, disease or rot on the side of the road after
being struck by a vehicle. Your hunting program is the model used not only in
other Ohio cities, but the states of Missouri and Utah have also tapped into
Gahanna’s experience and success.
We all measure our successes with different yard sticks. Gary Rayfield and
Brady Rich both shot monster bucks this year. Sharon Middendorf shot a very
nice doe, and Josh Blackford harvested two does on the same day. I measure
success with the knowledge that we continue our proud hunting tradition; we
invite our youth and novices to join us, we exercise and jealously guard our
inalienable rights and never take for granted living in the land of the free and
home of the brave.
Chief Dennis Murphy
Gahanna Division of Police

The Bar Has Been Set!
Congratulations to our top hunters this season!
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Where were the deer hiding?
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End of the Year Deer Drive
The deer drive was held on January 21, 2017. Twenty hunters came out to participate in the fun. The hunters had
many opportunities to harvest deer, but only two hunters actually shot at deer. Collectively, our hunters saw nearly
30 deer. A special thank you to Eric Ramsey for heading up the deer drives again this year. We appreciate his
thorough planning and superb execution!

Eric Ramsey

February Deer Drive participants

For more information about the Urban Deer Hunting program contact 614.342.4231 or visit www.gahanna.gov

